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At Ideal Standard we believe bathrooms 
should be living places, not just functional 
spaces. For us, they’re far more than just 
places to brush your teeth. They should be 
places to relax, to make yourself beautiful, 
to refresh and re-energise.

So for the past 100 years we have been 
designing products to help you create your 
ideal bathroom.

Whether that is a place to escape, a boudoir,  
a playroom or a sanctuary, it is always  
a beautiful use of space.

For further inspiration visit IdealStandard.com
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World-renowned, award-winning designer 
Dick Powell is the visionary behind Dea,  
the new luxury range of bathroom ceramics 
and furniture. 

Design innovation, he believes, is all about making life 
better. When it came to reinventing the modern bathroom, 
Powell’s objective was to create a more human, ‘emotionally 
satisfying’ environment. In moving on from the last decade’s 
trend for angular, minimalist bathrooms to Dea’s softer,  
more flowing look and feel, he is offering an even more 
pleasurable experience. 

His inspiration? You. What matters about design, he says,  
is ‘how someone feels when they interact with it’ – what he 
calls the ‘emotional ergonomics’.

For a bathroom to make the user feel truly pampered, 
style must be matched by performance.

Dea’s forward-looking, sensuous design delivers the ideal 
combination of premium quality and aesthetics, total 
comfort and exceptional functionality. Powell has left no 
detail to chance. From materials to technology, sophisticated 
ceramics to clever storage, every element has been carefully 
thought through for maximum elegance and ease of use. 

Ideal Standard’s knowledge, skills and experience have 
turned his vision of future comfort into beautiful reality.

Dick Powell, Founder 
of Seymour Powell

DESIGN 
WITH 
FEELING
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Your bathroom is your most personal space. 
It’s the sanctuary you seek when you need to 
refresh, revive or relax. We believe that you 
should always emerge with a feeling  
of physical and emotional wellbeing.

Recent design trends have accustomed  
us to a cool, angular aesthetic in the  
home – but the future is warmer and softer. 
It’s time to put the emotion back into our 
surroundings. Curved yet controlled, inviting 
yet elegantly poised, Dea’s beautiful lines 
offer a perfect balance of chic, high-end 
design and pure pleasure. 

Choosing and using your Dea bathroom is  
a holistic experience, as every element works 
with you and for you to create an atmosphere 
of complete serenity.

SOFT 
CHIC
Indulge in Dea’s softer, 
more feminine lines and 
create a personal space 
that cossets and cocoons

Dea vanity with vanity 
furniture in Glossy Blue 
finish. Dea antisteam mirror 
with light and Bluetooth. 
Dea floorstanding toilet 
& bidet. Melange piccolo 
basin mixer and bidet mixer.
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When you fall for Dea’s sophisticated,  
soft styling, you can trust that every 
aspect of every piece has been carefully 
considered to make your life more 
comfortable and enjoyable.

The Dea range reflects how you like to 
function. Body-friendly rounded corners 
and slim rims; integrated ambient lighting; 
a Bluetooth sound system built in to 
mirrors; ingenious, spacious storage 
options to organise your basin area: it all 
adds up to an easy, uncluttered space  
with an air of calm indulgence.

STYLE THAT 
WORKS Real beauty isn’t skin deep. Dea’s high 

style is matched by the high performance 
of every piece

Dea cabinet and mirror 
cabinet in Glossy Light 
Brown finish. Dea basin 
unit in Glossy Light Brown 
with vessel and Melange 
fitting. Dea wall-hung 
toilet and bidet.
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MAKE A 
STATEMENT

Dea totem in Matt 
White finish with 
Melange wall-
mounted fitting.

If you’re a connoisseur of contemporary design, use 
sculptural showpieces from the Dea range to emphasise 
the high-end, cutting-edge chic of your bathroom

Dea totems in Matt 
White finish with 
antisteam mirrors with 
light and Bluetooth. 
Melange wall-
mounted fittings.

Every soft-edged, harmonious piece in 
the Dea range is a contemporary design 
classic, but this dramatically tall totem 
basin deserves iconic status. Cast all in 
one piece, it creates a striking focal point 
that proclaims your appreciation  
of innovative modern design. 

Dea may be a work of art, but it’s not 
just for staring at: it’s a pleasure to use 
too. Our basins are conveniently deep 
as well as decorative, and their generous 
decks allow ample space for your brush, 
bottles and other accessories. Beauty 
with brains: that’s our definition of pure, 
uncompromising luxury.
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Whatever your available space and personal 
preferences, Dea has the luxurious solution. 

When designing your ideal bathroom, begin by 
imagining the impression you want it to give, and 
how this could fit in with the way you and the 
others in your home will use it.

Decide which area is most important to you. If it’s 
the bath, take that as your starting point and arrange 
everything else around it. Then you can really begin 
to explore the possibilities and set about creating a 
space that is both inspired and in harmony with the 
way you live.

The floorplans opposite illustrate just a few of the 
many possible bathroom configurations that will 
transform different-sized rooms. Think of them as 
a springboard for your own ideas.

A professional tip: keep storage and lighting central 
to your plans. Ideal Standard has a range of flexible 
storage options that help keep bathrooms clear and 
clutter-free, while clever lighting can create exactly 
the visual impact and mood you want.

SHAPING 
UP 

1. Small room:
Dea vanity 600mm x 500mm 
Dea basin unit 600mm   
Dea shelf mirror with LED light 600mm   
Dea side unit 300mm (f/basin unit 600mm)   
& Dea glass worktop f/side unit 300mm   
Dea wall-hung bidet & bowl  
Melange piccolo – basin & bidet mixer   
Magnum walk-in 1600mm   
Strada shower trays 1600mm x 900mm  
Melange – built in single lever mixer   
Idealrain luxe head shower – 300mm x 200mm 

2. Medium room:
Dea vessel 520mm  
Dea basin unit 800mm   
Dea glass worktop f/vessel with tap hole 800mm   
Dea high cabinet 400mm   
Dea mirror cabinet with lights 800mm   
Dea floorstanding back-to-wall bidet & bowl 
Melange vessel & bidet mixer   
Dea free standing bath (1900mm)   
Melange free standing mixer   
Geometry hand spray  

3. Large room:
Dea  basin unit 1000mm   
Dea rounded antisteam mirror with LED light  
& Bluetooth 1000mm   
Dea 1/2 column 400mm   
Dea vanity 1000mm   
Dea wall-hung bidet & bowl  
Melange vessel & bixer mixer   
Dea bathtub 1800mm x 800mm double ended  
with panel LH or RH   
Melange – bath/shower mixer   
Idealrain cube – shower kit  

1.

2.

3.
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Dea’s wide selection of beautifully 
proportioned, distinctively curved,  
slim-rimmed ceramics gives you plenty 
of scope for creating an individual yet 
harmonious look in your bathroom. 
Vessels, vanities and totems, toilets 
and bidets: the high-end pieces come 
in different sizes and a choice of gloss 
white or matt-white finish, so you are 
sure to find a solution that suits your 
taste and space.

Available in two finishes:

SHAPES  
TO  
INSPIRE

Dea vanity with Melange fitting. Softmood mirror with light. 
Dea wall-hung toilet & bidet.

PRODUCT OPTIONS

CERAMICS

Gloss White
(see right)

Matt White
(see pages 8 & 9)

WC & Bidet Vanity Vessel
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Floor-standing, or wall-hung to give an impression of floating weightlessly: the choice is 
yours. The satisfyingly curvy Dea bidet features the range’s characteristic refined edges.

BIDETS

Wall-hung Floorstanding

With its sophisticated curves, refined 
edges and comfortable slim-rim seat,  
a Dea toilet is an object of beauty.  
The chicly contemporary back-to-wall 
model – floor-standing or wall-hung –  
increases the sense of space in  
your bathroom, while the neat,  
floor-standing close-coupled toilet  
is a slightly more traditional choice.

TOILETS

Wall-hungClose-coupled 
back-to-wall.

Close-coupled open. Floor standing 
back-to-wall

Measurements relate to  
the overall basin width

VANITIES

VESSELS INSTALLATION OPTIONS

TOTEMS

Thin and elegant, Dea’s vanities are available in a range of widths. Whether you opt for  
a larger size to be a focal point of your bathroom or a smaller model to save space,  
you’ll find the bowl is deep enough to be really practical.

Make a design statement with one of Dea’s exquisitely thin-rimmed vessels, designed to 
sit elegantly on top of basin units or worktops. Separate taps lend a look of hotel-style 
luxury, while a mixer mounted on the vessel’s deck gives a more contemporary feel.

Decide which installation option best suits the image you want to create. A softly curved 
storage unit will keep your bathroom essentials close by but neatly out of sight, while 
Dea’s sculpted semi-pedestal has a tidy, modern feel; a simple siphon is the elegant way 
to conserve space.

A Dea totem basin rises 
magnificently from the floor to 
waist height in a single, flowing 
piece; its delicate rim and sculptural 
impact make it an ideal choice for 
the seriously design-conscious. 
One version is installed with 
an integrated tap for a unified, 
harmonious look, while the other 
is paired with a wall-mounted tap 
option for a striking effect.

CHOOSE YOUR BASIN, 
TOILET AND BIDET

PRODUCT OPTIONS 
BASINS & VESSELS

Totem with taphole Totem without taphole

500mm

520mm625mm  Vanity with storage unit Vanity with semi-pedestal Vanity with siphon

600mm800mm1000mm

Select the style of basin that will work best in your bathroom, then take your pick of 
the elegant Dea furniture options featured on pages 16 to 19 to create your perfect 
pampering zone. Complete your sanctuary with the clean, contemporary lines of a 
coordinating bidet and toilet.

Measurements relate to  
the overall totem width
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Every element of a Dea bathroom combines inviting 
aesthetics, high-grade materials and supreme practicality. 
Because we believe in a beautiful use of space, clever 
storage solutions with Dea’s soft, streamlined character  
are intrinsic to the range. 

From round-cornered mirror cabinets and basin units to 
coordinating storage cabinets, every piece offers generous, 
well-planned space so that you can conceal your clutter 
and create a mood of serene escapism. Durable surfaces, 
a choice of sizes and a range of attractive contemporary 
finishes allow you to plan a unique, working bathroom of 
real beauty and ideal luxury.

BEAUTIFULLY 
IN ORDER

Dea basin unit in Glossy Light Grey finish with vessel. Melange fitting. 
Dea mirror with shelf and cabinet in Glossy Light Grey finish

Vanity & 
basin units

Cabinets Mirrors

PRODUCT OPTIONS

FURNITURE



WITH REMOVABLE STORAGE BOXES
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We’ve thought of everything to ensure your bathroom furniture combines efficiency 
with elegance. The internal structure and functioning of each piece have been as 
carefully considered as the external, allowing you maximum use of the ample storage 
space, and the mirror designs include life-enhancing features such as built-in shelves 
or Bluetooth connectivity.

CHOOSE YOUR FURNITURE
 CONTINUED

PRODUCT OPTIONS 
FURNITURE

BASIN UNITS

Dea basin units add to the serenity of your bathroom in various 
ways. They complement the soft, clean lines of the range’s 
vanities and vessels and give you the storage space you need 
to maintain an atmosphere of order and calm; they also feature 
soft-close doors and drawers.

A multi-purpose mirror cabinet is the answer for many bathrooms, particularly 
if space is limited. It hides away your toiletries behind soft Dea styling, brightens 
the room and creates an illusion of greater space, while its integrated internal 
and external LED lighting and double-sided mirrored doors put the pleasure into 
pampering. Available in three sizes.

Basin unit 600mm

Mirror cabinet 600mm

MIRRORS

Choose a mirror that reflects your style. This elegant Dea design comes in four sizes, 
complete with sensor-activated LED lighting. Other luxurious details include an 
anti-steam system and built-in Bluetooth connectivity so that you can listen to your 
music or the radio while you relax. You can use our mirrors like interior windows, 
to bounce light and give fascinating glimpses of the rest of your bathroom.

Mirror 500mmMirror 600mmMirror 800mmMirror 1000mmMirror cabinet 800mmMirror cabinet 1000mm

Basin unit 800mmBasin unit 1000mm

MIRROR CABINETS

Handwash basin 
unit 500mm

Available in seven furniture finishes – 
refer to page 22

Available in seven furniture finishes – 
refer to page 22

MIRRORS WITH SHELF

With its smooth-cornered, box-frame effect and single open shelf, this dual-
purpose design is an unusual and attractive way to keep some of your favourite 
toiletries and bathroom essentials within easy reach. LED lighting ensures it is 
as practical to use as it is pleasing to look at, and with a choice of three sizes 
you are sure to find one to suit your space.

Shelf mirror 600mmShelf mirror 800mmShelf mirror 1000mm

Available in seven furniture finishes – 
refer to page 22

Measurements relate to  
the overall basin unit width
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CHOOSE YOUR FURNITURE
 CONTINUED

PRODUCT OPTIONS 
FURNITURE

CABINETS

SIDE UNIT

Dea’s slender column cabinets come 
in two heights, so you have the 
option of increasing your storage 
capacity vertically rather than 
crowding your bathroom with wider 
units. To provide even more layout 
possibilities, they are available with 
either left- or right-hand opening. 
The single doors have a push-open 
system, which keeps them sleekly 
handle-free.

High cabinet 
400mm

Glass worktop for 
side unit 300mm

Glass worktop 600mm 
for vessel without tap hole

Glass worktop 800mm 
for vessel without tap hole

Glass worktop 1000mm 
for vessel without tap hole

Glass worktop 600mm 
for vessel with tap hole 

Glass worktop 800mm 
for vessel with tap hole

Glass worktop 1000mm 
for vessel with tap hole

Cabinet 1/2 
column 400mm

GLASS WORKTOPS

Side unit 300mm with glass worktop 
(To be used only with the 60cm basin unit)

This unit allows double installation 
(2 basin units linked by a side unit)

Glass worktop 800mm 
for vessel with fitting

Glass worktop 1000mm 
for vessel with fitting 

Available in seven furniture finishes – 
refer to page 22

Available in seven furniture finishes – 
refer to page 22



Furnitures

Basins

T044601

600

Basin unit 
1 drawer 600mm

T7850 

T044801

1000

Basin unit 
1 drawer 1000mm

T7852

Basin unit 1 drawer 
600mm + glass worktop 
with tap hole 600mm

T7850 + 
T7866SA

Basin unit 1 drawer 
600mm + glass worktop 
w/o tap hole 600mm

T7850 + 
T7869SA

T044701

800

Basin unit 
1 drawer 800mm

T7851

T044901

500

Handwash basin unit 
with door 500mm

T7853

Basin unit 1 drawer 
800mm + glass worktop 
with tap hole 800mm

T7851 + 
T7867SA

Basin unit 1 drawer 
1000mm + glass worktop 
with tap hole 1000mm

T7852 + 
T7868SA

Basin unit 1 drawer 
800mm + glass worktop 
w/o tap hole 800mm

T7851 + 
T7870SA

Basin unit 1 drawer 
800mm + glass worktop 
f/basin fitting 800mm

T7851 + 
T7879SA

T044301

520

Basin unit 1 drawer 
1000mm + glass worktop 
w/o tap hole 1000mm

T7852 + 
T7871SA

T044501

625

Basin unit 1 drawer 
1000mm + glass worktop 
f/basin fitting 1000mm

T7852 + 
T7880SA

2322

PRODUCT OPTIONS 
FURNITURE

 COMBINATION CHART 

PRODUCT OPTIONS 
FURNITURE

Dark Wood/Dark Brown

Blue/Blue

Olive/Olive

Light Brown/Dark Brown

Dark Grey/Mid-Grey

White/White

Mid-Grey/Dark Grey

A simple change of finish can transform the individual look
and feel of your bathroom. All of Dea’s high-quality storage
units come in a choice of gorgeous colours and textures,
giving you the freedom to express your personal style.  
What will it be? Gleaming white for an air of purity, the 
modern effect of glossy light or dark grey; matt dark wood 
for a striking, deluxe effect; a soft, neutral beige – or even  
a few contemporary splashes of light blue or olive?

ELEGANCE 
FROM START 
TO FINISH
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Dea free-standing bathtub, Melange free-standing fitting, 
Geometry handspray. 

PRODUCT OPTIONS

A STRIKING 
CENTREPIECE

BATHING

Bathtubs

An elegant, eye-catching bath takes pride of place in any 
bathroom. From its chicly flared sides and fluidly curved 
corners to the sophisticated slimness of its edges, the Dea 
double-ended bath is irresistibly inviting, promising an oasis  
of luxurious relaxation in a busy day. With free-standing and 
built-in options to meet every taste – and a choice of sizes  
to suit every space – this magnificent design is the perfect  
focal point around which to plan the rest of your bathroom. 
Decide on the impression you want it to give, be it stylishly  
set against a wall, cosily cocooned in a corner or  
dramatically on display in the centre of your bathroom.
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YOUR BATH

PRODUCT OPTIONS 
BATHTUBS

If you want a contemporary, sculptural look that shows off the bath’s angled sides, soft  
curves and thin rims to maximum effect, this is the option for you. To give you greater  
design flexibility, it comes in three sizes.

FREE STANDING

Freestanding:
1700x750mm
1800x800mm
1900x900mm 
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TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS
Our 100 years of experience gives us complete confidence in the 
quality and reliability of all Ideal Standard products, many of which are 
backed by long guarantees for your lasting peace of mind. The Dea 
collection has been designed to make your planning easier and set 
your imagination free. All dimensions are shown in millimeters.

For further help, please consult our authorised dealer.



Handwash basin 
500 mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

VANITIES

Vanity 
1000 mm

Vanity 
600 mm

Vanity 
800 mm

• Ceramic waste cover
• With hidden overflow system - Idealflow
• With taphole - Fully glazed (except wall side)                          
• To be wall mounted with ped T4237 or 

semiped T4236  or to be mounted in 
combination with furniture basin unit T7852

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T044801

Matt White xx T044883

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T044701

Matt White xx T044783

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T044601

Matt White xx T044683

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T044901

Matt White xx T044983

• Ceramic waste cover
• With hidden overflow system - Idealflow
• With taphole - Fully glazed (except wall side)                          
• To be wall mounted, with ped T4237 

or semiped T4236  or to be mounted in 
combination with furniture basin unit T7851

• Ceramic waste cover
• With hidden overflow system -Idealflow
• With taphole - Fully glazed (except wall side)                          
• To be wall mounted, with ped T4237 or 

semiped T4236 or to be mounted  in 
combination with furniture basin unit T7850

• Ceramic waste cover
• With hidden overflow system -Idealflow
• With taphole - Fully glazed (except wall side)                          
• To be wall mounted or to be mounted in 

combination with furniture basin unit T7853                    
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

VESSELS TOTEMS

Totem 525 mm 
with taphole

Totem 525 mm 
without taphole

• Totem ceramic - with hidden 
overflow system - Idealflow

• With taphole
• Floor standing back-to-wall installation 

and wall fixation

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T085101

Matt White xx T085183

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T085201

Matt White xx T085202

• Totem ceramic - with hidden 
overflow system - Idealflow

• Without taphole
• Floor standing back-to-wall installation 

and wall fixation

Vessel 625 mm

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T044501

Matt White xx T044583

• Ceramic waste cover - without overflow
• With taphole, including fixation set
• To be mounted on Dea furniture or on a 

worktop (compatible with Softmood worktop)
• Cutting template included
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Vessel 
520 mm

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T044301

Matt White xx T044383

• Ceramic waste cover - without overflow
• Without taphole, including fixation set
• To be mounted on Dea furniture or on a 

worktop (compatible with Softmood worktop)
• Cutting template included
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• Slim seat included
• Completely hidden fixation
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Slim seat included
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Slim seat included
• To be installed with tank 

T4233 including tank trim
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Slim seat included
• To be installed with tank T4233 

Including tank trim
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Ceramic waste cover
• Completely hidden fixation - with overflow

• Ceramic waste cover - with overflow  

• Slim soft closing seat included
• Completely hidden fixation
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Slim soft closing seat included
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Slim soft closing seat included
• To be installed with tank T4233
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

• Slim soft closing seat included
• To be installed with tank T4233 

Including tank trim
• Low flushing 4.5 / 3 liters
• Removable seat

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T329101

Matt White xx T329183

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T330001

Matt White xx T330083

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T329401

Matt White xx T329483

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T329701

Matt White xx T329783

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T509801

Matt White xx T509883

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy White xx T509901

Matt White xx T509983

Glossy White T329202

Matt White T329283

Glossy white T330101

Mat white T330183

Glossy white T329501

Mat white T329583

Glossy white T329801

Mat white T329883
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Wall-hung bidet Floor-standing bidetClose-coupled toilet

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TOILETS & BIDETS

Wall-hung toilet Close-coupled 
back-to-wall toilet

Floor-standing 
back-to-wall toilet



FURNITURE

Basin
Unit 1000 mm

Basin 
Unit 600 mm

Basin 
Unit 800 mm

• Depth 535 mm
• Drawer with soft closing
• Range available in various finishes - 

for detail, refer to the finishes on p. XX
• Space saving siphon included .
• To be used in combination with Vanity 100cm
• Hardware and internal in white
• Coloured antislip plastic covers in 2 colours 

to combine: light grey and light brown
• Coloured removable transparent methacrylate 

boxes in 2 colours to combine: 
light grey & light brown

• Internal shelves with dividers in the 
curved front part allowing extra storage

• Integrated handle 
• Wall mounted installation
• Front fascia in different color combination 

depending of the colour unit

• Depth 535 mm
• Drawer with soft closing
• Range available in various finishes - for detail, 

refer to the finishes on p. XX
• Space saving siphon included.                            

To be used in combination with Vanity 80cm
• Hardware and internal in white
• Coloured antislip plastic covers in 2 colours 

to combine: light grey and light brown
• Coloured removable transparent methacrylate 

boxes in 2 colours to combine: light grey 
& light brown

• Internal shelves with dividers in the 
curved front part allowing extra storage

• Integrated handle 
• Wall mounted installation
• Front fascia in different color combination 

depending of the colour unit

• Depth 495 mm
• Drawer with soft closing
• Range available in various finishes - 

for detail, refer to the finishes on p. XX
• Space saving siphon included. 
• To be used in combination with Vanity 60cm
• Hardware and internal in white
• Coloured antislip plastic covers in 2 colours 

to combine: light grey and light brown
• Coloured removable transparent methacrylate 

boxes in 2 colours to combine: light grey 
& light brown

• Internal shelves with dividers in the 
curved front part allowing extra storage

• Integrated handle 
• Wall mounted installation
• Front fascia in different color combination 

depending of the colour unit

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7852S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7852S3

Glossy Blue xx T7852S7

Glossy Green xx T7852S8

Dark Larch xx T7852S9

Glossy White xx T7852WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7852WH

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7851S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7851S3

Glossy Blue xx T7851S7

Glossy Green xx T7851S8

Dark Larch xx T7851S9

Glossy White xx T7851WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7851WH

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7850S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7850S3

Glossy Blue xx T7850S7

Glossy Green xx T7850S8

Dark Larch xx T7850S9

Glossy White xx T7850WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7850WH

990

450

535 790

450

535
495

590

450

Handwash Basin Unit 
500mm

Glass worktop 1000 - 
800 mm for vessel 
installation - with taphole

Glass worktop 600 mm 
for vessel installation - 
with taphole

• Depth 535 mm
• Door with soft closing
• Range available in various finishes - 

for detail, refer to the finishes on p. XX
• Space saving siphon included
• To be used in combination with 

handwash basin 50cm
• Hardware and internal in white
• Internal shelf in the curved front part 

allowing extra storage
• Integrated handle 
• Wall mounted installation
• Front fascia in different color combination 

depending of the colour unit

• Worktop for vessel T0443
• Thickness: 10mm
• White glass finish available
• To be used also in combination with bracket 

set as independent installation: T783768 
(1000mm) or T783867 (800mm)

• Fully compatible with Softmood vessels
• With tap hole cut for vessel fitting with 

long body
• Hardware included

• Worktop for vessel T0443
• Thickness: 10mm
• White glass finish available
• To be used also in combination with 

bracket set as independent installation: 
T783167 (600mm)

• Fully compatible with Softmood vessels
• With tap hole cut for vessel fitting 

with long body
• Hardware included

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7853S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7853S3

Glossy Blue xx T7853S7

Glossy Green xx T7853S8

Dark Larch xx T7853S9

Glossy White xx T7853WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7853WH

Model Price HT € Ref.

1000 mm xx T7868SA

800 mm xx T7867SA

Model Price HT € Ref.

600 mm xx T7866SA

375
490

480

540

800/1000

12

500

600

12

3736

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



Glass worktop 1000 - 
800 mm for vessel 
installation - without taphole

Glass worktop 600 mm 
for vessel installation - 
without taphole

Glass worktop 1000 - 
800 mm for basin 
installation - without taphole

• Worktop for vessel T0443
• Thickness: 10mm
• White glass finish available
• To be used also in combination with bracket 

set as independent installation: T783768 
(1000mm) or T783867 (800mm)

• Fully compatible with Softmood vessels
• Without tap hole fitting for built in fitting
• Hardware included

• Worktop for vessel T0443
• Thickness: 10mm
• White glass finish available
• To be used also in combination with bracket 

set as independent installation: T783768 
(1000mm) or T783867 (800mm)

• Fully compatible with Softmood vessels
• Without tap hole fitting for built in fitting
• Hardware included

• Worktop for basin T0445
• Thickness: 10mm
• White glass finish available
• To be used also in combination with bracket
• set as independent installation: T783768 

(1000mm) or T783867 (800mm)
• Fully compatible with Softmood vessels
• Without tap hole fitting for basin fitting
• Hardware included

Model Price HT € Ref.

1000 mm xx T7871SA

800 mm xx T7870SA

Model Price HT € Ref.

1000 mm xx T7880SA

800 mm xx T7879SA

Model Price HT € Ref.

600 mm xx T7869SA

Side Unit 300 mm Glass worktop for 
Side Unit 300 mm

High Cabinet 400 mm

• To be used in combination with 
basin unit 600cm

• Drawer with soft closing
• Wall-mounted installation
• Allow double composition (60+30+60)
• Always to be used with glass worktop (to be 

ordered separately - white finish available)
• Hardware and internal in white
• Coloured antislip plastic cover 

on drawers bottom

• Glass worktop 300mm 
• White finish available
• To be used in combination with side unit 

300mm (T7864)

• Single door
• Opening system push to open
• 4 Glass Shelves
• Reversible doors
• Internal storage options 
• Hardware included

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7864S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7864S3

Glossy Blue xx T7864S7

Glossy Green xx T7864S8

Dark Larch xx T7864S9

Glossy White xx T7864WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7864WH

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7873S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7873S3

Glossy Blue xx T7873S7

Glossy Green xx T7873S8

Dark Larch xx T7873S9

Glossy White xx T7873WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7873WH

Model Price HT € Ref.

300mm xx T7865SA

300

300

280

280

300
10

350

400

1600

FURNITURE

540

800/1000

12

500

600

12

540

800/1000

12

3938



FURNITURE

1
/
2 
Column 400 mm Mirror Cabinet  

1000 mm

• Single door
• Opening system push to open
• 3 Glass Shelves
• Reversible doors
• Internal storage options 
• Hardware included

• Opening system push to open
• Internal and external LED system
• Equipped with Internal IR switch 

and internal power socket
• To be used in combination 

with vanity set 100cm  
• Wall mounted installation
• Double sided mirror door
• Short projection
• Internal storage options:- 

2 glass shelves, 1 Wooden shelf
• Hardware included
• Certified IP44 & EMC

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7874S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7874S3

Glossy Blue xx T7874S7

Glossy Green xx T7874S8

Dark Larch xx T7874S9

Glossy White xx T7874WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7874WH

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7856S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7856S3

Glossy Blue xx T7856S7

Glossy Green xx T7856S8

Dark Larch xx T7856S9

Glossy White xx T7856WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7856WH

350

400

1200

150

1000

650

Mirror Cabinet 600 mm

• Opening system push to open
• Internal and external LED system
• Equipped with Internal IR switch
• and internal power socket
• To be used in combination with vanity set 

60cm  
• Wall mounted installation
• Double sided mirror door
• Short projection 
• Internal storage options:- 

2 glass shelves, 1 Wooden shelf
• Hardware included
• Certified IP44 & EMC

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7854S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7854S3

Glossy Blue xx T7854S7

Glossy Green xx T7854S8

Dark Larch xx T7854S9

Glossy White xx T7854WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7854WH

150

600

650

Shelf Mirror with LED light 
1000 - 800 mm

• Mirror with frame and shelf
• LED light built-in at the top
• To be used in combination with 

vanity set 100/80cm
• Wall mounted installation
• Middle shelf to allow storage capacity; 

same finish than the body 
• Short projection
• IP44
• Hardware included

Model 1000mm Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7863S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7863S3

Glossy Blue xx T7863S7

Glossy Green xx T7863S8

Dark Larch xx T7863S9

Glossy White xx T7863WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7863WH

Model 800 mm Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7862S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7862S3

Glossy Blue xx T7862S7

Glossy Green xx T7862S8

Dark Larch xx T7862S9

Glossy White xx T7862WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7862WH

150

800/1000

650

Shelf Mirror with LED 
light 600 mm

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7861S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7861S3

Glossy Blue xx T7861S7

Glossy Green xx T7861S8

Dark Larch xx T7861S9

Glossy White xx T7861WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7861WH

• Mirror with frame and shelf
• LED light built-in at the top. To be used in 

combination with vanity set 60cm
• Wall mounted installation
• Middle shelf to allow storage capacity; 

same finish than the body 
• Short projection 
• IP44
• Hardware included

150

600

650

Mirror Cabinet  800 mm

Model Price HT € Ref.

Glossy Mid Grey xx T7855S2

Glossy Light Brown xx T7855S3

Glossy Blue xx T7855S7

Glossy Green xx T7855S8

Dark Larch xx T7855S9

Glossy White xx T7855WG

Glossy Dark Grey xx T7855WH

150

800

650

• Opening system push to open
• Internal and external LED system
• Equipped with Internal IR switch 

and internal power socket
• To be used in combination 

with vanity set 80cm  
• Wall mounted installation
• Double sided mirror door
• Short projection
• Internal storage options:- 

2 glass shelves, 1 Wooden shelf
• Hardware included
• Certified IP44 & EMC

4140



Antisteam Mirror with 
Light 1000 mm, 800mm 
and 600mm

Model Price HT € Ref.

1000 mm xx T7860BH

800 mm xx T7859BH

600 mm xx T7858BH

• LED light with integrated sensor 
with variable intensity

• Bluetooth system for free 
audio output (built-in speakers)

• Anti-steam system with switch on the side
• Courtesy LED light 
• To be used in combination 

with vanity set 60/80/100cm
• Rounded shape
• Certified IP44 & EMC
• Hardware included

1000/800/600

650

30

FURNITURE

Mirror with Light 500 mm

• LED light with integrated sensor 
with variable inensity

• Courtesy LED light 
• To be used in combination with 

handwashbasin set 50cm
• Rounded shape
• Certified IP44 & EMC
• Hardware included

Model Price HT € Ref.

500 mm xx T7857BH

500

650

30

Model Price HT € Ref.

1700x750 mm xx E306601

1800 × 800 mm xx E306701

1900 × 900 mm xx E306801

BATHTUBS

Freestanding 
double-ended bathtubs 

• Click-clack waste included

A B C D E F

E306601 1700 750 1115 610 1445 475

E306701 1800 800 1215 660 1545 525

E306801 1900 900 1315 760 1645 625

A B C D E F

E306701 1800 800 660 1545 5251215

E306601 1700 750 610 1445 4751115

E306801 1900 900 760 1645 6251315

E

F

A

BD

Ø52

C

A

45
5

61
047
5

80

A B C D E F

E306701 1800 800 660 1545 5251215

E306601 1700 750 610 1445 4751115

E306801 1900 900 760 1645 6251315

E

F

A

BD
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C

A
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4342


